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Dear Friends, 
 
A few weeks ago I listened to a sermon in St. Peter’s Accra.  The preacher 
talked about the way in which a river flows through the countryside.  Through-
out its journey it was the same water that was flowing but it  
depended on the kind of ground that it was flowing through as to what the  
harvest would be.  You could not expect the same result from every different 
type of ground. 
 
At the time this was a useful analogy.  The Church there was growing very 
fast.  Were there things which they were doing which we could do?  It was a 
timely reminder that you cannot really transpose something from one culture 
to another and expect the same results.  The ground is different even though 
the water of the Spirit may be the same.  So I am having to try to look at the 
underlying causes of their success to see how they can be transposed into 
our Crown Terrace culture. 
 
The parable of the water and the ground also applies to us as individuals.  In 
the parable of the Talents each person receives a different amount in  
accordance with their natural abilities and they each have to make a  
response with what they have been given. At different stages of our lives we 
have different abilities which have either developed or withered with age.  
There were things that I could do as a teenager that I cannot do now and, per-
haps, vice versa. 
 
God does not expect a six year old Christian to be doing the same things as a 
sixty year old one.  He accepts us as we are with the abilities that we have at 
that stage in life and the Christian life.  Everyone can be the best Christian 
that God wants from her/him at that stage of life and with his/her natural abili-
ties.  God does not look only at the best ground in which to grow the fruit of 
the Spirit, love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentle-
ness and self-control.  He looks to all of us to produce fruit.  We have been 
well watered and manured.  If we are not growing the fruit then we need to 
examine the ground of our attitudes to see why not and to decide what kind of 
crops we ought to be growing and start the cultivation. 
 
All the best, 
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ARTICLES ABOUT THE VISIT TO GHANA CAN BE FOUND ON LATER PAGES 



 

CHURCH FAMILY NEWS  

Linda Milne and Andrew Turner were married at  
St. Mary's Roman Catholic Church, Stonehaven, on July 5th.  

We honour the memory of Andrew Rough who died in July.  He was a regular  
worshiper with us and secretary of the Finance and Property Committee, which  
committee he represented on the Church Council.  We remember Judith and all 

the family in our prayers. 
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Andrew & Doreen Walls celebrated their Golden Wedding Anniversary on April 4th .  
 
Joe & Helen Smith celebrated their Diamond Wedding Anniversary on April 20th  
 
Ed & Betty Pirie celebrated their Ruby Wedding Anniversary on May 25th  
 
Colin & Joyce Wilson celebrated their Silver Wedding Anniversary on 15th August 
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Originally from Rosyth I moved to Aberdeen five years ago to be near my  
daughter and her family. 
 
I started in the Sunday school of Rosyth Methodist church when I was seven when we 
moved from Dunfermline.  
 
I did my training as an R G N in the Dunfermline and West Fife hospital and  
continued to work there on passing my finals. I eventually became a ward sister in  
orthopaedics and gynaecology with a small ten-bedded children’s ward  
attached to it. 
 
I am in my second year as a steward and I also deliver the flowers from the church to 
the sick and elderly.  I really enjoy doing this as I have got to know a great many lovely 
people. 
 
I have three grandchildren Yvonne, who is eleven, Jenny who is nine and Neil, five, 
who has just started school. I also have two Tibetan spaniels Toya and  
Ba Pa and these keep me very busy .  



 

CHURCH FAMILY NEWS 
continued 

Seonaid Primrose has withdrawn from the Pastoral Visitor’s group.  We extend 
our thanks to her for all the dedicated commitment she has shown during her 
service as a Visitor.  Her care and concern have been greatly appreciated by all 
those she has visited over the years. 

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENTS 

 
 

Andrew Cresswell graduated with a 2:1 M.Eng degree in Civil Engineering.  He 
starts work on 1st September with Whitby Bird, Consulting Engineers in London. 
 
Elizabeth Cresswell is going to Bristol University in October for a year, to study  
for an MSc in Nutrition, Physical Exercise & Public Health  
 
Judith Herbert successfully passed 5 Highers and continues her studies in Sixth 
Year. 
 
Lucy McFarlane (née Cowking) has qualified as a Chartered Public Finance  
Accountant 
 
Colin Primrose successfully passed his Standard Grades and will now go on to  
College to study for his Highers. 
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We regret to announce the death of Barbara Cresswell’s father, Ron Wickwar, on 
Sunday, September 14th.  Mr Wickwar was a member of Buckie Church but he 
regularly worshipped with us when visiting the family.  We extend our loving 
sympathy to Barbara, her sister and all the family. 

TRANSPORT TO/FROM SERVICES 
 

If you require or know of anyone who would benefit from this service, 
please contact Evelyn Young � 583802 



 

 
New Sanctuary Fund Appeal 

 

At the 31st July 2003, with work commencing on 4th August 2003, the appeal has now 
reached £33,035 from more than 70 members which with Gift Aid totals £41,424. In 
addition £350 has been donated for general Church maintenance. 
 

Thank you to all who have contributed so generously - far more than has ever been 
given in previous appeals. 
 

The estimated cost of the renovations with firm prices obtained for most of the work 
and furnishings etc is approximately £140,000. With funds from other sources - be-
quests, Ogilvie, grants etc., the Church only needs to raise a further £4,500 or £3,500 
(net of Gift Aid tax) to meet the total cost of the project. 
 

If anyone has not yet made a donation or wishes to make a further donation to the  
appeal, please send them to me.  
Cheques should be made payable to 'Methodist Church Sanctuary Fund'.  
      Barbara Cresswell  Church Treasurer 
 
At the time of writing it is hoped that the alterations will be completed by mid-October  



 

SOMEWHAT UNWILLINGLY TO THE FRONT DOOR. 
by 

A. Collector 
 

It is several years since I have done a house-to-house collection, and then it used to be 
for Christian Aid in the remarkably chilly evenings of May in a different area of the 
town where I live.  Life got too busy, and I dropped out. 
 
Then I came onto the local committee of the Scottish Bible Society (SBS) and I felt an 
obligation.  The number of collectors was declining, and the amount collected was 
consequently also declining.  People were generally pessimistic about the value of 
house-to-house collecting in view of the problems of getting into blocks of flats or 
tenements with security locks and the alleged increasing unwillingness of people to 
give to Christian causes, especially to organisations like the Bible Society or Feed the 
Minds compared with those that actually do some tangible good in the world (like 
Christian Aid or Tearfund). 
 
Nevertheless, I thought that I should try.  My street consists of bungalows and semis:  
no problem here with flats inaccessible behind security locks.  The SBS collection is 
in August:  no disincentives from the climate!  I was given about 100 envelopes for 
pre-distribution, and I actually pushed about 90 through letter boxes (that took about 
1.5 hours).  I returned on two evenings from 6.30 to about 8.00 to ring bells and col-
lect.  In about a quarter of the cases nobody answered the door; one person was help-
less with his paint brush in his hand; a few politely declined to give.  I got donations 
from about 50 homes.  In the majority of cases people had already put something in 
the envelope ready for collection.  In about ten cases the envelope had been misplaced, 
but in nearly all of these the householder was happy to receive one of my spare enve-
lopes and make a donation.  I did not have time to go back to doors where I had not 
got an answer; I took comfort from the fact that the envelopes could be mailed in 
(although you’d have to be really enthusiastic for the SBS to go to the bother of writ-
ing a cheque), but I don’t think it would have made a lot of difference. The total raised 
was about £60, not a lot but not insignificant.  Twenty people could well raise £1000 
or more! 
 
A number of people obviously did not know who had put the envelope through the 
door until I came to collect it, so they were not giving simply because they knew me.  I 
reckon, however, that some who put money in on the spot certainly did so because it 
was less easy to refuse a neighbour.  One or two commented that this was the first time 
they could remember that there had been a collection in the area.   
 
Altogether it was a well worthwhile activity as a piece of fund-raising.  It is clear that 
in this sort of street people will support good causes.  A reasonable number of people 
are Christians and church-goers; of some it could be said, as a local minister once put 
it, ‘they’re nae church-greedy’, but they nevertheless gave.  It would be foolish not to 
use this method of fund-raising in appropriate localities. 
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And the bonus?  I rarely see most of my neighbours to speak to, and I probably 
wouldn’t recognise many of them if I ran into them in the local supermarket. We 
tend to keep to ourselves, and I’m not a particularly outgoing person anyhow.  I 
sometimes worry (maybe I should worry lots more) that I don’t have much (if any) 
Christian witness to those who live around me.  But this collection saw me talking 
to folks I rarely or never speak to, making or renewing contacts with them in a 
Christian context and learning a little about some of them (like the wife whose hus-
band has terminal cancer or the woman whose cousin is a member of my congrega-
tion).  It’s a tiny step, but it may be in some cases the beginning of a link that could 
have deeper effects.  I passed on a bookmark to those who gave a donation; I  
wasn’t convinced that the wording was necessarily the most appropriate (but how 
do you design one bookmark to suit everybody?), but maybe the SBS could work 
on that, so that here we have a useful piece of pre-evangelism. 
 
I’ll do it again next year.  Will you follow my example? 
 

Howard Marshall. 
 

Reproduced from the crownterrace.com website 

The CROWNTERRACE.COM website gives lots of information about our events 
and activities, as well as displaying notices, articles and pictures of interest.   
All Registered Users of CROWNTERRACE.COM can have, if they wish, a 

CROWNTERRACE.COM email address, so it's very easy to remember individual 
email addresses. A CROWNTERRACE.COM address does not affect your  

existing email address in any way. 
 

The site is totally secure. Individuals who find the site by chance do not have  
access; only individuals already known to us can log in by use of a  

UserID and password. 
 

If you would like to see what is going on, or even contribute your own articles and 
pictures, you will need a UserID and password.  If you want to be a Registered 

User of www.crownterrace.com, please send a request to 
admin@crownterrace.com 



 

NEWS FROM THE GROUPS 

Mother’s and Babies 
The past year has been another successful one for our Mum’s and Babies Club.  We still 
meet on Monday mornings from 10.00 a.m. to 12.00 noon and numbers vary.  On our last 
Monday before the summer break we had 13 children.  Sadly for us 6 three year old boys 
will be moving on to bigger, (but surely not better!) things in the autumn so some of the 
Mothers have been pleased to spread the word and tell their friends about us.  I have been 
fortunate to have had the help of Daphne, Gloria, Joyce and Katherine and Kathleen An-
nand, from the North Kirk, comes in to serve our coffees and juice.  In addition we have 
had three ladies from the Chinese Church to lend a hand.  Thankyou so much to all of 
them - we couldn’t continue without your help.         Anne Hubbuck 

Women’s Fellowship 
We continue to meet about once a month in each other’s homes, usually on a Thursday 
morning.  As you are no doubt well aware by now, during the last session we had a pro-
ject that seemed to grow like Topsy .  A vague idea emerged as we scrabbled around the 
floor at Daphne’s house with bits of paper and attempts at drawings.  Joan, with her won-
derful artistic ability and embroidery expertise, guided us with energy and enthusiasm, 
re-honing skills that we thought we had forgotten.  The completed banner, which she 
carried to Ghana, represented links of local, (fish); national, (flags, tartan/kente, cocoa 
beans/thistles); international (a map) and Christian, the central Celtic cross with black 
and white hands against a background of the sun’s rays.  We sent it with love.  We en-
joyed doing, it but very much appreciated the help from other members of the congrega-
tion when we felt overwhelmed.  Our thoughts are turning to the next project whatever it 
may turn out to be.  Watch this space      Katherine Dalton 

Record requests from the Choir 
For Joyce and Colin Wilson, in honour of their Silver wedding on August 15th. we’ll 
have the “Silver Trumpet” as performed to loud applause - it is very short - at Cullen 
Town Hall in c1998 by a select group from CTM Choir. 
For Helen Parry “We kept a welcome,” not in the hillside, but in the choir box and to 
everyone’s joy she’s now fit and able to sing with us again. 
For David Lepoidevin it has to be Haydn’s Farewell Symphony.  David sang bass with 
enthusiasm and accuracy for almost 30 years. We miss him now that he has moved, on 
his retirement, to a new life in Penrith. There has been a marked timidity in the singing 
of Sagina and Cwm Rhondda since he left. 
For Doreen and Andrew Walls we’ll have the Golden Sonata and the Anniversary Waltz 
in honour of their Golden Wedding Anniversary on the 4th. April. The choir, ever ready 
to party at the drop of a hat or a hymnbook, appreciated helping Doreen and Andrew 
celebrate their 50 years of marriage.          M.D.C. 

Tuesday Bible Study  
This group normally meets fortnightly on a Tuesday in various homes and is led by 
volunteers from within the group. Recently we have studied St Mark’s Gospel and 
New Testament characters.  Both studies were based on the Lifebuilder Series and 
have proved to be very stimulating.  On one occasion members of the group  
introduced a passage which had special significance for them talking briefly on their 
choice.  Occasionally we have a speaker.  Sue Parry gave a very interesting talk about 
her experience with Operation Mobilisation and in November we hope to go as a  



 

Drama Group  
We have had a fairly busy year, but things have been a bit lean lately - partly due to the 
alterations in the Sanctuary and partly due to no one requesting us to "perform!!!!!"  At 
present, we are down to three regular members, Nigel Herbert, David Hopwood and 
myself. Over the past year various members at CTM have helped us re various sketches, 
in particular Jorge Periera, Tom Holsinger-Friesen, Andy Hopwood and Alex Boltz.  
Many thanks to them for their contributions. Thanks especially, must also go to Seonaid 
and Eilidh Primrose for their sterling contributions to our various activities in Sunday 
services. Apologies to anyone I've missed out!!  We always welcome new members 
with open arms!! Normally we meet on Thursday evenings at 6.30pm. However we are 
keeping our options open when our next meeting will be. Please check regularly our 
website my.crownterrace.com for details.  Our meetings/rehearsals are great fun, a fea-
ture of which is great hilarity. Please do join us - absolutely no experience necessary.  
When I first expressed an interest in the fledgling Drama group, (never in my life hav-
ing done anything like this before), Anne Collinson presented me with a script - for 
three weeks ahead.  I made my debut (accompanied by Nigel), absolutely terrified, but 
after the sketch I felt quite exhilarated...I'd actually done it...with no slip ups. Thanks 
must go to Nigel for putting me at my ease.  The rest, as they say, is history. The moral 
of this story is simple, if I can do it, anyone can!!  So, go on give it a try! If you are even 
remotely interested in finding out more just email me at  
kathleen@crownterrace.com .      Kathleen Duguid 

“Monday” Housegroup 
Our first House Group subject for the new Connexional Year was well attended, with 
some additional attendees above the usual suspects. Under the title "If I were a rich 
man...." we discussed the subject of wealth - what it is and how we should consider it. 
You could try answering the question yourself. "A person is economically wealthy 
when.......". Strange how many answers there were in our group, some quantified, oth-
ers qualitative. As individuals and based on our thoughts of wealthy-ness, we at-
tempted to assess how wealthy we were on a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being "Absolutely 
un-wealthy" to 10 being "Fantastically wealthy". That was difficult to share, but I 
reckon we benefited from the exercise and consideration. Applying the message of 1 
Timothy 6:17-19 gave us further reflection, and a consideration of what would we 
consider as being a healthy attitude to money. 
You will observe that in these few words, I haven't shared any of the learnings or con-
clusions we came to as a group, or as individuals about the subject of wealth. These 
House Group sessions are there to be joined in, rather than reported on. Please try the 
above exercises yourself, and join together in any of the small group opportunities we 
have in the church, be they Bible studies, Prayer Group, or House Groups. If there are 
problems of logistics or timing for your attendance at any of these, you could even 
consider starting one yourself, with just a small group of friends. It's called Fellowship. 
               Bob Kelley  

group to see the Mary Slessor production in the Arts Centre.  If anyone would like 
to join us on that evening or come along to the group, please have a word with Sarah 
Sim or myself.  You will be most welcome.             Evelyn Young. 
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May Barbour 
Barbara Cresswell  
Katherine Dalton 
Elsie Dyer 
 

Pauline Ellingworth 
Anne Hubbuck 
Joan Ørskov 
Jessie Petrie 
Charlotte Suttar 

Alix Thom 
Doreen Walls 
Joyce Wilson 
Evelyn Young 
 



 

WHY WE 
WENT TO 
GHANA 

 

Two years ago Michael Dyer went to the Greenbelt Conference and 
returned convinced that the Church, including Crown Terrace Method-
ists should be doing much, much more to help the poor of the World. 

 

From this conviction and his knowledge of Ghana, he developed the idea of 
Crown Terrace doing something through a Church in Ghana. He thought we 
could make a meaningful contribution to a project there because in UK terms 
a small sum of money goes a long way. Therefore with the blessing of the 
Church Council he pursued this idea with Methodist Central Office, from 
which came the idea of ‘twinning’ with a Church in Ghana. 
 

Mike then, through Professor Walls, made contact with Bishop Robert Abo-
agye Mensa, who studied in Aberdeen in the early 80s and who had wor-
shipped at Crown Terrace and who will soon become the Presiding Bishop in 
Ghana. He asked if he could suggest a suitable Church with which we could 
be twinned and Bishop Mensa suggested that St. Peter Methodist Church, 

The following articles by Barbara Cresswell, Ian Cresswell and  
Joan Ørskov were first heard during the morning service on  

July 13th  a week after their return from Ghana.  



 



 

REFLECTIONS ON ST. PETER’S 5TH ANNIVERSARY SERVICE 
 

To many people Church is just a way to pass an hour or so on a Sunday 
morning, but not if you are Ghanaian and you have something to celebrate. 

 

After a week of events, including a ‘Picnic’ without any food but with lots of 
marching and dancing round the streets, the congregation of St. Peter Methodist 
Society, New Achimota, Accra topped off their 5th Anniversary celebrations with a 
service of epic proportions. Celebrations specially organised to coincide with our 
visit to Ghana. 
 

Within the 5 hour length, there were items from 3 choirs, two collections, umpteen 
speeches, presentations for service to ordinary members of the congregation, a 
Birthday cake and goodness knows how many VIPs, (our own Minister being one 
of them). The length of the service might suggest a leisurely, sauntering pace but it 
was nothing of the kind. In all honesty, it was a bit more sombre than the previous 
Sunday but that’s not saying much. The hymns were at a tempo I did not believe 
possible from a Methodist hymn book. We witnessed exuberant singing and danc-
ing and a whole range of human emotions. 
 

All in all it was a wonderful sight to see so many people so full of joy in Church 
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My hostess, Elizabeth, was a widow with two children aged nine and 14. In addi-
tion, there were two young girls of 10 and 13, and two boys, 19 and 20, who 
worked in the house and Elizabeth’s catering business. They were all distant rela-
tives from very poor homes and Elisabeth had taken responsibility for feeding, 
housing and educating them. The girls cleaned and cooked and the boys looked 
after the garden and did heavy shopping. Their day began between 4 and 5 am yet 
there would always be one of them up to unlock the gate when I returned at night! 
Three years ago Elizabeth had been left a widow with these six young people to 
support. The local custom is for a man’s family to claim his property, leaving his 
widow to look back to her family for support. However Elizabeth was not prepared 
to lose her and her children’s home and went as far as hiring a guard dog to keep 
her in-laws at bay. Her home is spacious and quite comfortable – my bed was eight 
feet wide and I wonder if originally the whole family slept there. The plumbing was 
basic but adequate so long as there was any water – otherwise it was back to carry-
ing buckets! 
Elizabeth has now built up a conference-organising and catering business – part of 
which was what she described as a little café i.e. a hot food stand on the street out-
side the house. I was welcomed as family but found some difficulty with not being 
allowed to help out in the house with even clearing a table.  (Given time I think I 
could get used to that!) 
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The churches were very visible in the community and there was an interesting 
“God consciousness” everywhere – shop and business signs invariably had a 
biblical theme. 
One wondered at the thinking behind such notices as one for soft drinks con-
cluded “Get your authentic living water here.” We had prayers for a safe jour-
ney as we set out and thanks for a safe delivery on our return. The services were 
full of vigour and spontaneity and in sharing the peace the whole congregation 
seemed to move around the church and one felt completely enveloped in 
warmth and love with so many handshakes and hugs. 
Identity was very important not only for the BB and GLB- the men’s and 
women’s fellowships each had their uniform, the choir had black academic 
gowns and mortar boards -the Singing Band, in contrast, wore shocking pink! 
Barbara, Elsie and I were fitted out with the appropriate uniform dresses for 
church but for some reason the men of the party never appeared in the colourful 
cloths of the local men !! 
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Despite the pressures on their finances to meet their local needs, the churches of 
Achimoto circuit recognised that there are those in still greater need in a nearby 
village. Visiting Osonodompe, we found a community where most of the water 
had to be carried from the river, the rocky ground exceedingly difficult to culti-
vate, medical and education provision nil, their little church destroyed by a 
storm and most of the young men gone to the city to seek a better life. Despite 
the low productivity of the land we were each made a gift of one of their pre-
cious pineapples! That, and a visit to a school for intellectually challenged (their 
term) youngsters where the resources were almost non-existent, showed us so 
many opportunities for making a real difference to the lives of the people we 
met, and, in many cases with relatively little effort and cost to ourselves – work-
ing with the churches in Achimoto to make their vision a reality. 
          Joan Ørskov 
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Experience of a lifetime 
 

by 
Judith Herbert 

 
 After twelve months of gruelling 2 hour 
rehearsals, 6 concerts and numerous 
extra weekend rehearsals the hard work 
proved to pay off as the Aberdeen 
Youth String Ensemble was asked to 
play in the Royal Festival Hall in London 
as part of the “Music for Youth” festival. 
However this offer of a unique experi-
ence was not to be taken with a pinch of 
salt as it only sparked off another two 
months of 8 hour rehearsals (standing 
up all the time!), promotional concerts 
and articles in local newspapers. 
 
 The 8th of July eventually arrived and at 
7:00am the orchestra departed by 
coach to London. The coach journey 
itself was a mammoth task, however 
after three videos, two renditions of 100 
green bottles, a game of aeroplane 
spotting and immense amounts of food 
we arrived in London exactly twelve 
hours later and checked into our hotel. 
One would expect that since we were to 
play the following evening, the morning 
would be saved for relaxation, however 
not for the Aberdeen Youth String En-
semble. At 9:00 the ensemble met for a 
three hour rehearsal as we were “still 
not playing to a high enough standard.” 
The afternoon saw a moment of relaxa-
tion as we had our lunch in Hyde Park 
and a tour around London’s sights until 
we reached the Royal Festival Hall. 
From the bus I was a little bemused at 
why such a prestigious building should 
have such out of date architecture. 
However this was soon put to the back 
of my mind as we entered the building 
and were shown to our dressing room 
which was hardly big enough to fit our 
conductor alone! Immediately we 

changed into our “all blacks” a trade-
mark of our ensemble and took out our 
instruments and started to tune. It was 
at this point the adrenaline really started 
to kick in as we went over our pieces for 
the final time. 
 
 Five minutes before we were due to 
perform on stage, an attendant led us to 
the stage door. Here we waited in si-
lence, which is something rarely seen 
by this ensemble. Soon the sound of 
applause could be heard and everyone 
knew that the time had come where all 
our hard work would be put through its 
paces. As I walked onto the stage I 
made the fatal mistake of looking out 
into the auditorium where I was unable 
to see where the seats ended. I was 
completely overwhelmed by the size of 
the hall which engulfed our ensemble of 
15 players. Once we were all assem-
bled on the stage our conductor raised 
his baton and from then on the perform-
ance is a complete blur as every ounce 
of concentration was focused on the two 
pieces of music. As soon as the last 
note had been played the audience 
burst into rapturous applause and we 
left the stage in a “prompt but formal 
manner”, in order to keep within our 
fifteen minute time slot. Once we were 
back in our small, very hot dressing 
room there was an outburst of cheers 
from the ensemble, including our con-
ductor which gave the signification that 
the standard of performance was on par 
to that expect in such high profile estab-
lishment. 
 
 After the concert was over we returned 
to our hotel and departed the next morn-
ing back to Aberdeen. However this 
time there was no rendition of 100 green 
bottles, or many videos, just 15 young 
people asleep after the most astounding 
experience of a lifetime. 



 

From Kenny Primrose in Mexico received 27.07.03 
(apologies to Kenny for the omissions and editing.) 

This is just a little instalment of my latest 
news.  I have now left behind the little town 
of Teopoxco, having taken with me some 
perfect and indeed bizarre memories. Pres-
ently I am back in Mitla having a debrief ses-
sion for a couple of days, following this I will 
be visiting a surfy beach on the Pacific coast. 
So before all dulls to distance in the confines 
of my mind, here is brief account that will not 
do much justice two the last two weeks, but 
its all I'm capable of right now. 
Teopoxco is an Aztec town housing appar-
ently around 6000 people.  Nauhatl (said 
'nawat´) speaking Teopoxco looks as if its a 
collection of mud brick houses, a cathedral 
and a basketball court that have been chewed 
up and spat out over some dramatic v-shaped 
valleys. The scenery is simply breath taking, 
as is the altitude.  We were in the Negra Mon-
tanas (Black Mountains), near the Mazotec 
Sierra at somewhere between 4000 and 7000 
ft and was often above cloud level.  All 
around are panoramic lush, steep and impene-
trable mountains, with some waterfalls 
springing energetically from thick green un-
dergrowths. 
Life in the village was a pleasant vignette of 
curious but frightened children, friendly peo-
ple and restless noisy dogs.  Our first expo-
sure to the people happened on arrival for 
some girls 15th -coming of age - birthday cele-
bration.  This was interesting for about an 
hour, though ended up going on for about 
four. Roel (the guy I was with) and I were 
called to stand up and speak in our best Span-
ish (which was bad) about what we were do-
ing.  I think we had descended unannounced 
to this poor girls party, and indeed her town, 
and started speaking about who we were and 
what we were doing! This infinitely missable 
experience was repeated the following week, 
though thankfully with a little more tolerance. 
I repaired to a somewhat normal state several 
days later, having acclimatised, washed and 
become slightly orientated.  We stayed with a 
family working with SIL on bible translation, 
who were in everyway adorable. Arnulfo 
(indigenous Mexican), Elaina (American) and 
their three kids; Caleb (2), Sarah (4) and 

Joshua (6) (family name Prado) made up the 
merry band.  We spend days visiting various 
people and observing them at work or at 
home. The lifestyle of these people is enor-
mously different to mine in almost every way.  
The family have basically renounced any 
luxuries by coming to Teopoxco, not only 
that, but they have also adopted some very 
difficult challenges aside from translation.  
They rent a small house (I mean two rooms 
between 5 people) surrounded by a bickering 
extended family.  This has been their home 
for almost 6 years, the grace that has been 
given to them can only be from God. 
The weather was often bitter and rainy, 
though when the sun came out it always 
seemed to be worth the wait. We spent some 
days observing translation, many days visiting 
people, and we often helped to look after the 
kids.   
I absorbed some very foreign culture and 
custom, learned about the life of a translator 
and of the difficulties and rewards of isolated, 
close knit community life.  That said, there 
was an email café (didn't have a chance to use 
it much though), though no phone, wood 
fires, mud huts and a strange and questionable 
political infrastructure. Teopoxco has only 
been accessible by dirt road since the 70's,and 
since then the rate of change has been slow.  
The most humbling thing about the village 
was the people we met. I am now forced to 
slip into the cliché of 'they had nothing and 
they gave everything'. I resent this observa-
tion having been flogged by many other peo-
ple (and probably quite correctly), because it 
detracts from the value of my own claim to it. 
They literally had next to nothing, but when 
we visited they gave as much as they could 
give, and then some.  They sat us in their fin-
est chairs and offered their thanks to us for 
coming, hastily concocting some dubious dish 
in a cauldron of steaming froth.  Being with 
the magnanimous, happy and simple people 
of Teopoxco and knowing that with the intro-
duction of internet and outside influence 
would change everything made me sad.  Any-
way, that was the gist of my trip and a few 
reflections on it.    Sending much love, Kenny 
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What has been your role in the life of Crown Terrace. Could you outline some of your 
duties over the years? Which did you find the most fulfilling? 
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Are you happy that you are taking more of a back seat now, or do you feel frustrated 
that you are no longer as involved as before? 
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As one of quite a large number of senior members in the congregation, do you feel that 
CT does as much as it should for older people? What does it do well? What could it do 
better? 
�
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What is your favourite hymn? 
�
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Finally what are your thoughts on the remodelling of the sanctuary? Will you miss the 
pews, pulpit and the organ? 
�
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HARRY HARGREAVES  

IS INTERVIEWED BY RUTH MORRISON 



 

Children from a Catholic School answer questions about the Bible.   
Spelling is original (in every sense of the word.) 

 
1. In the first book of the bible, Guinessis, God got tired of creating the 
world, so he took the Sabbath off. 
 
2. Adam and Eve were created from an apple tree. Noah's wife was 
called Joan of Ark. Noah built an ark, which the animals come on to in 
pears. 
 
3. Lot's wife was a pillar of salt by day, but a ball of fire by night. 
 
4. The Jews were a proud people! and throughout history they had  
trouble with the unsympathetic Genitals. 
 
 5. Samson was a strongman who let himself be led astray by a Jezebel 
like Delilah. 
 
6. Samson slayed the Philistines with the axe of the Apostles. 
 
7. Moses led the hebrews to the Red Sea, where they made unleav-
ened bread which is bread without any ingredients. 
 
8. The Egyptians were all drowned in the dessert. Afterwards, Moses 
went up on Mount Cyanide to get the ten ammendments. 
 
9. The first commandment was when Eve told Adam to eat the apple. 
 
10. The seventh commandment is thou shalt not admit adultery. 
 
11. Moses died before he ever reached Canada. Then Joshua led the 
Hebrews in the battle of Geritol. 
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1 cross 

+ 3 nails 

------------- 

4 given 



 

It’s hard to believe that Tom and I have lived in Aberdeen for over a year now.  
As I have reflected over our time here, I’ve been surprised at how easy it’s 
been to transition into living here and be away from my home country.  God 
has been faithful to us and answered the many needs that come with moving 
house and living cross culturally.  But while the transition has been less difficult 
than I originally thought it might be, there have still been many challenges 
along the way.   
 
 First of all, I work with Aberdonians and between their accents and vernacular, 
I’ve had to ask them to repeat themselves far too often.  I’ve been part of many 
conversations where I knew I was somehow a participant, yet I had no idea 
what anyone was saying.  I dinna ken how I’ve been able to fob my way 
through it!  Secondly, well…need I mention the weather?!  Last fall when hard 
rain fell for several weeks, I repeatedly thought “What have I done in moving 
here?” as I was continually battered by the rain at the bus stop.  As the days 
grew shorter, and I stood at the kitchen window at work and watched the sun 
go down at 3:30pm, I mused about getting a “grow light” for our flat to make up 
for the lack of real sunlight.  But the hardest thing to get used to is much more 
significant.  I did not feel truly known by anyone.  By “being known,” I mean 
being part of a relationship where one’s dreams, faults, joys, idiosyncrasies, 
and strengths are seen and understood by the other person.  It is to open up 
one’s deepest self to both scrutiny and love and to trust oneself with another 
person.  Being known by someone is at the heart of true relationship and to be 
suddenly thrust into another environment such relationships did not exist was 
painful and deeply lonely.   
 
 I had lived in Lexington, Kentucky for eight years when I moved to Aberdeen.  
My parents and younger sister and brother-in-law live there.  I went to semi-
nary there.  I worked there for three years after graduation.  I had friends there 
who knew me inside and out and loved me.  I saw my family, to whom I am 
very close, every week and spoke to them regularly on the phone.  My church 
home is there, my mentors are there, and my closest confidants are there.  But 
my life is here.  It is vital to me to be known by the people who surround me 
and to whom I am close.  And when Tom and I moved across the Atlantic 
Ocean to a new city and new culture, I found being “unknown” the most difficult 
hardship to endure.  

SOME REFLECTIONS FROM SARAH 



 

A year has passed and I’ve made a few close friends who are on their way 
to truly knowing me.  Yet I long to eat at my favorite meal at my restaurant 
with my friend, Kathy, and talk about emotional health issues and how they 
affect and interest us.  I long to drink sweet iced tea and talk about my fears 
and challenges with my best friend, Dianne.  I long to discuss pastoral coun-
seling and theology with my mentor, Chris.  It’s simply hard to be away from 
those people who know me the best and love me anyway. 
 
As I looked around the congregation at Crown Terrace the other day, I re-
flected on how people have extended hospitality to Tom and me and wel-
comed us into the church body.  I also wondered how many of us come to 
church each week and are desperate to be known by someone.  Being 
known goes beyond sharing a few words before church or catching up on 
the week’s events over tea.  It means being involved in each other’s lives.  
But sometimes it feels more complicated than that.  We’re busy or we’re shy 
or we’re really not interested in hearing about someone’s pain.  But we need 
to take the time and we need to step out of our comfort zone and share our 
hearts with people.  This requires that we trust ourselves and trust those 
people around us to care.  It can be scary at times, but this is Christian com-
munity.  My dream for the universal church, as well as the church body of 
Crown Terrace Methodist is that we can take the time to know people and 
be known by them.  And this is to what we’ve been called as disciples of 
Christ.  And this is what is means to be the church.    
        Sarah Holsinger-Friesen 

KEEP A WORLD VIEW 
a thought from Dr Pauline Webb 

 
‘My coffee table is an atlas.  Under its glass top is a map of the world reminding me 
of journey’s I have been privileged to make through the years.  Often I have spread 
out over its surface photographs of people I have met who have made those exotic 
places home for me, so that the world news has become family news.  When I hear 
across the sir news of some distant affray or remote disaster, I find myself picturing 
familiar faces rather than simply listening to impersonal facts.  And when I say my 
prayers, I try to remember that I am just one voice joining the millions who day and 
night keep an unending vigil of prayer.  It all helps to put my immediate personal 
concerns in the larger perspective of a world which is held constantly in the eternal 
embrace of God’s love…..’           © Foundry Press 
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Dearest friends at CTM, 
 
Greetings from Kofu, the backyard of Mt. Fuji.  You must have seen a lot of pictures of 
Fuji, but I bet you haven’t seen much from behind!  Most of Fuji’s pictures are painted 
from the southern side, simply because you can see the mountain from the base.  But we 
in Kofu insist that you are looking the ‘behind’ of Fuji.  We are actually seeing the face of 
Mt. Fuji appropriately wearing her skirt (i.e. the mountain range which hides the bottom of 
the mountain).  We’ll tell you what kind of picture we’re painting on our wall in Kofu church 
later. 
 World cup final had just ended the day before we arrived at Yokohama last year (I 
saw part of the game at Amsterdam airport while we were waiting for the plane to fly).  I’ve 
already forgotten which team won the final, but we remember vividly the group of people 
from Crown Terrace at Aberdeen airport as we were to leave.  We are reminded whom 
and what they represent. 
 As soon as we returned to Yokohama, we were asked to join the team of ministers 
at the local church, the church which supported us financially during my study years.  I 
was asked to lead the teenagers’ group with Ruth.  Ruth also was asked to help the tod-
dlers, so I did most of the youngster’s group while Ruth was with the ‘Moms & Tots’.  Al-
though activities were challenging, we truly enjoyed the work there.  We started up a dis-
cussion group and challenged the teens to ‘think’.  Well, the project wasn’t as grand as the 
Alpha course, but still, I must confess I wouldn’t have come up with this discussion group 
without the experience at Alpha.  I’ve gathered that Alpha course was once introduced to 
Japanese churches, but did not receive much attention. 
 Ruth and I were then asked to lead a house group which had existed for over 8 
years.  House group must sound quite familiar to you, but the content is rather different.  
We had less discussion here, and the activity was more like a worship meeting held in a 
local house.  Usually a house group is set up when a member of the church feels strongly 
that there are quite a few people in his/her neighbourhood who would like to hear the gos-
pel, but wouldn’t have the courage to attend a church service.  Then a minister would be 
invited to hold a short service at home regularly with those from the neighbour.  It is hoped 
that eventually these people would join us at church, and of course, that they would come 
to believe in Christ as Lord.  Although the format differed from what we had at CTM, Ruth 
and I felt quite comfortable with having meetings outside the church premise. 
 Meanwhile, one of my friends (who also visited CTM a few years ago) started to 
join our Sunday services, and this spring, decided to become a Christian.  This was quite 
an excitement for all of us, and we were looking forward to his baptism which was to be on 
Easter Sunday (how appropriate). 
 Then came the annual conference, and came the appointment, which was quite a 
surprise to Ruth and I.  We were appointed to a local church in Kofu city in Yamanashi 
prefecture.  We were the fourth ministers since the founding of the church, which is about 
thirty years ago.  The church was without a minister for about three months, and from 
what he heard, the church was not at its best in many ways.  We were told that there were 
four to five regular members who would attend services.  The building, we were told, were 
in bad shape.  In fact we had to rent a flat because the manse had finally reached the 
state where it would be inhumane to make a person actually inhibit.  These ‘rumours’ were 
not without exaggerations, but they did prepare us for what was to come.  The church 
indeed had gone through unfortunate period of time, and was suffering from its conse-
quences.  Several members had left church.  Some went to other churches, others gave 
up faith altogether.  But those who stayed were faithful to God, and were determined to 
win them back. 

GREETINGS FROM JAPAN 



 

We are now reaching out to those who used to be our members, and encouraging 
them to re-visit us.  We’ve held a Revival Meeting one Saturday morning and after-
noon.  Some of the previous members came to visit us on that day, and we were able 
to introduce ourselves.  We also have had one family who came back, and now joining 
us very actively.  We have several links; letters, ‘pastoral’ visits, e-mails, etc., which we 
are hoping to strengthen.  They are all potential members of our church!  I even had a 
‘religious’ chat with a young postman who came to deliver letters!  You can see me 
being rather desperate!  Our members are working hard as well.  They try to squeeze 
in something that would lead to ‘Won’t you come to church?’ in every conversation.  
They’ve started to talk about renovating the building in order to make better impression 
of the church.  From next week, we will start distributing leaflets and tracts to our 
neighbourhood. 
 I should not give you the impression that things are going all well and great.  In 
fact, there has been very little change since we came, objectively speaking.  Sunday 
attendance is around fifteen to twenty every week, three to four attend our Sunday 
School (among which you will find our own Manami), and four to six come to our 
prayer meetings on Wednesday s.  The surface of our 'cross' at the top of the roof is 
now peeling off.  And the weeds are almost the only productive creatures around here!  
However, the members create an uplifting atmosphere, realistic but positive, and as for 
Ruth and I, well, we are jolly happy. 
 Speaking of Manami, she has grown well, and her behaviour is not quite how 
she used to be at Crown Terrace!  Whenever she gets a chance, she will lead the 
other girls into the sanctuary with a loud voice, when her mother is playing the organ 
(Yes!  Ruth IS playing the instrument, once a month), Manami will come up to help her 
with the keys, and she has got the loudest ‘cry’ if you know what I mean.  The church 
members are kind enough to give her a tolerant smile, but I tell you, I am not amused!  
However, Manami has recently learnt how to pray.  Before each meal, she would vol-
unteer to say, ‘Thank you Jesus, AMEN!’  And her AMEN is loud enough to reach out 
to our neighbourhood.  I’m sure our neighbours are suspecting that we are brainwash-
ing our little girl…  She hasn’t learnt English yet, but now she is enjoying ‘Old Mac-
Donald’, ‘Head Shoulders, Knees, and Toes’, ‘Wheels On The Bus’, and a couple 
more. 
 We very often talk about the wonderful time we had in Aberdeen.  We tend to 
compare things here with what we used to have back then.  We now even miss the 
seagulls and the cloudy weather (well, once in a while, that is)!  But most of all, we 
miss the friendly handshakes, cuppa-teas, mince pies, the kitchen chit-chats, and the 
lovely smiles which greeted us every Sunday.  We are aware that for us, it is not the 
time to look back, for we have a church to serve.  But very often, when we discuss 
about how this church should look like in future, we find ourselves painting Crown Ter-
race on our wall in Kofu. 
 I remember once someone at Crown Terrace asked me whether I was still a 
Japanese or already westernized.  My big mouth said, ‘I am neither.  I am a Christian.’  
Indeed that was my big mouth doing its job.  But I think there is a truth in it (even with-
out the mouth noticing what it is saying).  We were surrounded with ‘Christians’, and 
that kept us going.  And that is the picture we are painting on our wall here.  We can-
not thank you enough for the lovely picture (II Corinthians 9.15). 
 
With love from Sam, Ruth and Manami 



 

We hope you have all enjoyed your holidays and are ready for another 
session. 
 
Our monthly evening services will be held in St. Mark’s Church at 
18.30 .  Watch your church notice sheets for the date of the next one. 
 
Our lunches continue as usual and are going from strength to strength, so 
any extra help would be gratefully accepted. 
 
We will be holding a Coffee Morning on 1st November in St. Mark’s 
Church Hall from 10.00 - 13.00.  We will have baking and bottle stalls 
and any donations or help will be welcome. 
 
Last year we sent 50 Christmas shoe-boxes to Eastern Europe via the 
New Hope Trust, and hope to repeat these gifts again this year.  We have 
already collected some toys and knitted goods but would  
welcome donations of toiletries for young and old, male and female. 
 
Our Christmas Lunches are on 17th & 18th December and, if the  
experience of previous years is repeated, a busy time is anticipated!  As 
usual any willing extra hands would be appreciated on the days. 
 
Last, but by no means least, OAK has some charitable money which we 
would like to give away!  If you can suggest any suitable  
recipients please speak to one of the OAK committee members. 
(John Watson chairman, Colin Wilson - deputy-chairman, - Margaret 
Donald and Jean Black - joint secretaries, Malcolm Steel - treasurer, 
Betty Steel - social convenor.  Daphne Cowking is a representative from 
Crown Terrace.) 
 
We look forward to seeing you at some of our activities. 
 

Malcolm Steel (OAK Treasurer) 

Organisation of Aberdeen Kirks  

OAK NEWS 



 

Please use it for making comments to the editorial team about this 
edition of the Newsletter or to pass on your ideas for improvements 
or alterations.  If you would like to be “interviewed”, or interview 

someone, or if you have any other suggestions for articles to be  
included in future editions we would be delighted to hear from you. 

 

Anne Hubbuck; Katherine Dalton 



 

FAIRTRADE - IT MAKES A DIFFERENCE 
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Dominic Barberi is a 14-year-old member of the Coco Banana Co-operative. Like its 
friendly rivals the Chocolateers, it is run by children in Hartlepool to sell Fairtrade foods 
at school, in churches and to their neighbours. 
 
It’s going so well that the Young Co-operatives project is to be extended nation-wide 
with other young people queuing up to join – a situation strikingly similar to farmers in 
Fairtrade. Too often Fairtrade co-operatives have queues of farmers wanting to take part, 
just as there are waiting lists of co-operatives wanting to join the Fairtrade system. This 
is why increasing sales is vital. 
 
In the past two years, sales of foods with the FAIRTRADE mark have increased by a 
staggering 90% - thanks to people like the Hartlepool Young Co-operatives finding 
imaginative ways to take Fairtrade out to more people. 
 
As Dominic says, "Our co-operative helps farmers to get the price they deserve for their 
goods – we all have a fair say in running our business and we all have a laugh and have 
fun."  Can’t say fairer than that. 
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PAUL AND PAULINE IN ITALY 
 
Spoleto, Tuesday 10 June  After a long and essential siesta (not seri-
ously disturbed by an apologetic workman hammering a new number 
on our door and a couple of others), we walked to the Duomo 
(cathedral), where we saw only one of the two known autograph letters 
of St Francis. In the afternoon, we sat and watched 11 primary school 
boys quietly organise a skateboard race down the gently sloping Pi-
azza del Duomo. Back in Via S. Agata, a steep and narrow pedestrian 
lane, we encountered a party of large Americans, each with at least 
two huge suitcases on wheels, just disgorged from a bus appropriately 
run by Elefante Viaggi, and now rolling down in the direction of our ho-
tel.  
 On the RAI 1 news, Italians were complaining of 35° (93° F) in 
Rome and Milan, so probably here as well, and 39° (102° F) in Naples. 
 
Wednesday 11 June  Another hot day. We walked down to the church 
of San Paolo inter Vineas, almost off the map. The Rough guide de-
scribed it as 12th century, originally 6th century, and advised: "If the 
church is shut ring for admission at the old people's home next door." 
Unfortunately the old people's home was shut as well, apparently per-
manently barricaded.  
 Back at the Piazza del Mercato for lunch we saw for the second 

“First cast out the beam from thine own eye ..." 
 

Italy has a wealth of medieval churches which we never tire of visiting when on 
holiday, and in this year of exceptional summer heat throughout Europe, we 
could be sure of a cool break within their walls. In the portico of most churches 
is displayed a notice of advice on the etiquette for visitors: dress modestly (no 
shorts, mini-skirts or skimpy tops, shoulders to be covered); remember that this 
is God's house; don't wander around during the services. 
Furthermore, on some: "The church has not given its permission for begging on 
the premises." As we were about to enter a church in Lucca, a young mother, 
minimally clad above the waist, accompanied by two children, was approached 
by a far from destitute man, begging. She refused, pointing to the section of the 
notice discouraging begging at the church. The man in turn moved over and 
pointed to the section requesting the wearing of modest clothing. "Ah", she said, 
"he's having his revenge." Nevertheless she entered to continue her sightseeing. 



 

SHARING THE DREAM FORTY YEARS ON 
 

Evangelical Alliance General Director, Rev Joel Edwards, reflects on  
Martin Luther King’s historic speech. 

 
 

The dream of a world in which everyone is treated fairly and with respect is just as rele-
vant today as it was when Martin Luther King challenged the world with his ‘I have a 
dream’ speech, exactly 40 years ago.  The sentiments expressed in the historic speech by 
Dr King, on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial in Washington DC on August 28th 1963, 
still ring true in many hearts.  Although many racial battles have been won in the USA 
and around the world since that day, there are still issues that cause division. Issues of 
race, creed and economics. There are still those who hate those unlike themselves and are 
fearful of change. There are still many billions of people in our world who live in pov-
erty. There are still many in our own country who are disadvantaged because of their fi-
nancial and educational circumstances.  The life of Martin Luther King, and the dream 
that he articulated so eloquently, is an example to all of us who pray and hope and dream 
for something better for our world, our families and our communities.  Earlier this year, I 
was privileged to travel to the USA with a film crew to learn more about Dr King’s life 
and ministry and the sacrifices he made to see his dreams and hopes fulfilled. These in-
cluded imprisonment for his beliefs and activities that were contrary to much of the ac-
cepted thinking of his day. As I sat in a replica cell behind the very bars which incarcer-
ated him, I was reminded that by standing firm to our Christian values and principles we 
may be called upon to speak out against the tide of public opinion, to make ourselves 
unpopular and even to make those personal sacrifices.  This day reminds us of the impor-
tance of individual hope - having something to believe in, something to live for, and 
something that surpasses our daydreams.  As Christians we are not just optimists, we are 
a people of hope for the present and beyond. But we all need to determine, like Martin 
Luther King, to live with hopefulness and to spread that hope to others through our ac-
tions, to reinforce Christian values and to believe in a future where justice and freedom, 
truth, trust and respect are central to our culture. 
 

 
Evangelical Alliance Press Release  

21st  August 2003 



 

St. Thomas 
 

 

A while ago, the three references in John’s Gospel to Thomas Didymus (The Twin), also 
called “Doubting Thomas” were read as the lessons in a morning service.  He is one of 
the Apostles who almost otherwise disappears from history in the life of the early Church. 
 

Like most of the Apostles, though, there are apocryphal stories about Thomas, and there 
is an “Acts of Thomas” in the apocryphal literature.  This apparently dates from the first 
part of the third century.  It was written in Syriac, which was a dialect of Aramaic, which 
was the language our Lord would have used. 
 

After the Resurrection and the coming of the Holy Sprit at Pentecost, the disciples di-
vided the world into missionary regions, and it fell to Thomas to carry the faith to India.  
The apostle was unwilling.  His health was too poor; he could speak only Hebrew.  It was 
necessary for Jesus to return again, and to sell the reluctant Thomas as a slave to a 
merchant from India named Habban, who had come to Palestine to find a skilled carpen-
ter for his master, King Gundafor. 
 

When they arrived at Gundafor’s court, the monarch asked Thomas to build him a new 
palace.  “Yes”, said the apostle, “for because of this I have come.”  After the palace was 
completed, Thomas baptised Gundafor and many of his subjects into Christianity.  Later, 
Thomas went to the court of a king Mazdai where the queen was converted.  Mazdai was 
upset when his wife decided to become celibate, and he sent four soldiers to put the 
apostle to death.  Before his death, the saint entrusted the Christian Church in India to 
his deacon Vizan and a priest Sifur.  Afterwards, Mazdai embraced Christianity, and his 
kingdom became an important centre of the faith in India. 
 

Several hundred thousand Christians still live along the Malabar Coast in southwestern 
India, calling themselves “the Christians of St. Thomas”.  They give the date of his death 
in India as AD 52, and in December 1952, they celebrated the 1900th anniversary.  In the 
nineteenth century, coins were discovered bearing the image and superscription of King 
Gundafor (as Gudaphara), and inscriptions at Peshawa suggest he reigned from AD 19 
to AD 45. 
 

There were two shrines of St. Thomas, one at Mylapur, which is now a suburb of Ma-
dras, and the other at Edressa in Syria, where the Nestorians emerged later.  There is 
the possibility that the apostle’s bones were divided after his martyrdom.  The Portu-
guese excavated in Mylapur for the bones of the saint in 1522, and transferred them to 
Goa, where they are still preserved in that city’s Church of St. Thomas. 
 

The information above is extracted from Robert Silverberg’s “In the realm of Prester 
John”, originally published in 1972, and republished by Ohio University Press, Athens, 
Ohio in 1996 in paperback.  The ISBN number is 0-8214-1138-1.  Mazdai could have 
been a pattern for the legends of Prester John. 
 
 
New Testament references to Thomas: 
 

Matt 10.3, Mark 3.18, Luke 6.15, Acts 1.13: 
Named as disciple along with Matthew the tax gatherer in a listing of disciples 
John 11.16 Raising of Lazarus “Let us go with him, to die alongside him” 
John 20.24-27 “Unless I see the mark of the nails in his hands…” 
John 21.2 Fishing on Sea of Galilee, miraculous catch of fish. 
 

Alec Jones 



 

 

A GARDENING GUIDE 
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REMEMBER 
 

Dust if you must but wouldn’t it be better 
To paint a picture or write a letter, 

Bake a cake or plant a seed? 
Ponder the difference between want and need. 

 
Dust if you must but there’s not much time, 

With rivers to swim and mountains to climb! 
Music to hear and books to read, 

Friends to cherish and life to lead. 
 

Dust if you must but the world’s out there 
With the sun in your eyes and the wind in your hair, 

A flutter of snow, a shower of rain. 
This day will not come around again. 

 
Dust if you must but bear in mind, 

Old age will come and it’s not kind. 
And when you go, and go you must, 
You, yourself, will make more dust. 

Anon. 
 

REMEMBER A HOUSE BECOMES A HOME 
WHEN YOU CAN WRITE “I LOVE YOU” ON 

THE FURNITURE 
 

Source: Woman Alive magazine August ‘03 
Contributed by Sarah Sim  

NEXT NEWSLETTER 
 

Please have all articles and relevant material in 
to Anne Hubbuck before the deadline of  

NOVEMBER 23rd for the Christmas edition of 
this newsletter.  



 

DATE TIME EVENT 
PLACE 

(if other than CTM) 

Thursday October 2nd  10.00 Women’s Fellowship 
Nether Contlaw, 

Milltimber. 

Wednesday October 
8th 

13.30 - 
18.00 

Network Rally  Peterhead 

Sunday October 12th 18.30 OAK Service St. Marks 

27th -29th November 19.30 
Mother of All People  

(play about Mary Slessor) 
The Arts Centre 

Sunday November 30th  
11.00 
18.30 

Advent Services  

Sunday December 21st  18.30 Carol Service  

Christmas Eve 23.00 Candlelight Service  

Christmas Day 11.00 Family Worship  

Sat.  November 1st 10.00 OAK coffee morning 
St Mark’s Church 

Hall 

Sunday November 9th  
Remembrance Sunday 

18.30 OAK Service St. Marks 

Sunday December 7th  11.00 Christmas Family Worship  

Sunday December 28th  18.30 
Joint service with  

Crown Terrace Baptists 
Crown Terrace  

Baptist 

Sunday December 14th 18.30 OAK Service St. Marks 

Fri. 17th - Sun. 19th  
October 

 Church weekend 
Compass Christian 

Centre 


